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COUNTERSTATEMENT OF QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Did Supreme Court properly dismiss the claims by Petitioners/Plaintiffs1.

Appellants Black Rock Fish and Game Club of Cornwall, Inc., Henry N. Christensen, Jr., Susan

Webber Christensen, and Sevinch Bridges in Action No. 1 and Petitioners-Appellants in Action

No. 2 for lack of standing?

Supreme Court properly dismissed the claims of Petitioners Black Rock Fish and Game

Club, Christiansen, and Bridges and all claims in Action No. 2 for lack of standing.

Did Supreme Court err in holding that Petitioners/Plaintiffs-Appellants Town of2.

Woodbury, Village of Woodbury, Town of Cornwall, Village of Comwall-on-FIudson in Action

No. 1 have standing?

Supreme Court erroneously declined to require the Municipal Petitioners to establish

their standing by competent proof that their own interests would be harmed by the Village's

withdrawal of water from the Mountainville Well.

Did Supreme Court properly reject Petitioners' allegations that the Village of3.

Kiryas Joel changed the intended use of the Mountainville Well during Respondent New York

State Department of Environmental Conservation's ("NYSDEC") review of the Village's

application for a water supply permit, after the Village's State Environmental Quality Review

Act ("SEQRA") review was completed?

Supreme Court properly held that overwhelming documentary evidence in the record

conclusively established that the Village never changed the intended use of the Mountainville

Well during the permit review process before NYSDEC.

Did Supreme Court properly hold that NYSDEC's determination against holding4.

an adjudicatory hearing on the Village's application for a water supply permit was rational?



Supreme Court properly held that NYSDEC, in its expert discretion, rationally

interpreted its own Uniform Procedures to conclude that the Department's review of the

Village's water supply application and all submissions concerning it did not raise substantive and

significant issues related to its issuance of the water supply permit and, therefore, an adjudicatory

hearing was not required.

Is NYSDEC required to issue a separate written findings statement before issuing5.

a water supply permit where no such requirement is found in the Environmental Conservation

Law or the Department's regulations and Uniform Procedures?

Supreme Court properly deferred to NYSDEC's standard practices and rational

determination to rely on the terms of the water supply permit and its response to public

comments to support its determination to grant the water supply permit, where no separate

statement of findings is required by law.

Did Supreme Court properly hold that NYSDEC properly considered all of the6.

statutory criteria contained in Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503(2) and rationally

determined to grant the Village a water supply permit?

Supreme Court properly held that NYSDEC made the requisite statutory determination

before granting the water supply permit and its determination was rational.

Did Supreme Court properly dismiss Petitioners' SEQRA claim alleging a failure7.

to rescind the Village's negative declaration for the Mountainville Well?

Supreme Court properly rejected Petitioners' SEQRA claim because documentary

evidence conclusively established that no new information or changed circumstances existed that

to warrant rescission of the Village's negative declaration. Petitioners' SEQRA claim is also

time-barred.

2



Did Supreme Court properly dismiss Municipal Petitioners' due process claim?8.

Supreme Court properly dismissed Municipal Petitioners' due process claim because it

was premised on notice and an opportunity to be heard on the alleged change in the intended use

of the Mountainville Well, which Supreme Court properly held never occurred.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Respondents Village Board of the Village of Kiryas Joel and the Village of Kiryas Joel

(collectively the "Village" or "Kiryas Joel") respectfully submit this brief in opposition to the

appeals of Petitioners/Plaintiffs-Appellants Town of Woodbury, Village of Woodbury, Town of

Cornwall, Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson, Black Rock Fish and Game Club of Cornwall, Inc.

Henry N. Christensen, Jr., Susan Webber Christensen, and Sevinch Bridges (collectively, the

"Municipal Petitioners") in Action No. 1, and Petitioners-Appellants Black Rock Forest

Consortium and Storm King Art Center (collectively, the "Black Rock Petitioners") in Action

No. 2, from the Decision and Order of Supreme Court, Albany County (Zwack, A.J.) entered

May 24, 2016. The Supreme Court order dismissed the two proceedings challenging Respondent

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation's ("NYSDEC") issuance of a water

supply permit to the Village to develop a groundwater well in the Town of Cornwall (the

"Mountainville Well").

New York State's public water resources are open to all. To ensure that withdrawals

from the State's resource are fair and equitable, NYSDEC is charged with the exclusive authority

of granting water supply permits based upon its experienced review and the satisfaction of

statutory criteria. In the course of the permitting process, all applicants are required to

demonstrate the safe yield of a proposed withdrawal based on the same standard State testing

protocols. NYSDEC then, using its significant technical expertise, considers the water supply

3



permit application, all materials submitted, and all public comments that it has received and

determines whether the statutory criteria for issuance of a water supply permit has been satisfied,

and either grants the permit with or without conditions or issues a statement denying the

application. This identical process is routinely carried out for municipal water supplies across

the State, including not only for the Village of Kiryas Joel, but also several of the Petitioners in

Indeed, Petitioners Town of Woodbury and Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson werethis case.

granted water supply permits each for more than 2 million gallons of water per day withdrawals

under this same review process.

The NYSDEC water supply permitting process worked exactly how it was intended in

this case. After completing well testing that NYSDEC certified complied with its standard

protocols, the Village applied for a permit to withdraw the safe yield of 612,000 gallons of water

per day ("gpd") from the Mountainville Well "to meet the future water demand requirements of

the Village" (A679 [emphasis added]). The Village's SEQRA review of the proposed

withdrawal studied the potential adverse environmental impacts that could result from the entire

612,000 gpd withdrawal, with the full understanding that the Mountainville Well would be used

to support the Village's existing water demands and as a source of backup supply once the

Village completes a separate project to connect to the New York City Aqueduct. The Village's

water supply application, SEQRA documents, and response to public comments, and NYSDEC 's

January 2013 draft water supply permit and responsiveness summary to public comments all

conclusively demonstrate, as Supreme Court properly found, that the use of the Mountainville

Well was reviewed and approved as an additional source of supply to support the Village's

existing water system.

4



NYSDEC competently reviewed all the evidence before it, including the conclusory and

speculative objections asserted by Petitioners, and rationally determined that an adjudicatory

hearing was not required under its regulations and that the Village's application satisfied the

statutory criteria for granting a water supply permit. Indeed, NYSDEC gave the opponents to the

Village's Mountainville Well ample opportunity to be heard and submit evidence in support of

their objections to the Village's application. Their submissions, however, revealed nothing more

than Petitioners' mere disagreement with NYSDEC's conclusions, which provide no basis to

deny or set aside the Mountainville Well permit. Because NYSDEC made a rational permit

determination after exercising its considerable expertise in managing the State's water resources,

its determination is entitled to substantial deference and should not be disturbed by this Court.

Five years after the Village's initial water supply application, the Village's water system

is now in crisis, unable to provide sufficient water to satisfy residents' average daily and peak

day demands, without resort to emergency supplies, emergency conservation measures, and

trucking water into the Village. The Village respectfully seeks to be treated equally as any other

municipality with regard to its water supply. Because the Village went through the same

NYSDEC permit process as every other municipality, and provided ample scientific evidence to

support that the proposed 612,000 withdrawal from the Mountainville Well is a safe yield that

will not adversely affect the aquifer or harm the surrounding environment and was equitable to

all, NYSDEC rationally granted the Village's water supply permit for the Mountainville

Well. No basis for disturbing NYSDEC's decision has been presented on this appeal. This Court

should affirm the Supreme Court order.

5



COUNTERSTATEMENT OF FACTS

A. The Mountainville Well

These proceedings arise out of the Village's development of a water supply well on

property it owns in the Town of Cornwall, Orange County. After purchasing the Mountainville

Well property to site a pump station to support the Village's 13-mile transmission main and

comiection to the New York City Aqueduct, the Village retained Leggette, Brashears & Graham,

Inc. ("LBG"), a firm that specializes in hydrogeology and has served as the Village's water

supply hydrogeologist for over 20 years, to study whether the Mountainville Well site could

support a viable supplemental water supply well for the Village (A1045-A1046). LBG's well

pump tests, performed in accordance with NYSDEC standards, revealed that the aquifer

underlying the site could safely support a 612,000 gpd withdrawal to meet the Village's then-

existing and future water demands (A801-A887). Thereafter, the Village applied to NYSDEC for

a consolidated water supply permit to authorize the taking of 612,000 gpd from the proposed

Mountainville Well (A673-A800).

The Village commenced a SEQRA review to support its applications to NYSDEC and

NYSDOH for well and water supply permits, respectively, for the Mountainville Well (A1047-

A1048). Following a coordinated review of potential environmental effects of the proposed

Mountainville Well, which included consideration of potential impacts on surrounding wells,

archeology, wildlife, wetlands, surface waters, wastewater, and other issues, the Village, as lead

agency, determined that the project would not have any significant adverse environmental

impacts and that the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement was not required. As

such, on December 4, 2012, the Village adopted a SEQRA negative declaration with respect to

the proposed Mountainville Well (A92-A110).

6



The Municipal Petitioners' Prior Article 78 Challenging the Village Board's

Moimtainville Well SEQRA Review
B.

In April 2013, the Town and Village of Woodbury and the Village of Harriman

challenged the Village's SEQRA negative declaration with respect to the Mountainville Well

project, alleging that the Village failed to take a hard look at the project's purported impacts on

the Woodbury Creek, nearby residential wells, and the inter-basin transfer of water from the

Woodbury and Moodna Creek watershed to the Ramapo River watershed, the very same

arguments raised for a second time in these proceedings (A1049-A1050). The Village moved to

dismiss the first proceeding in its entirety on numerous grounds.

In a Decision, Order, and Judgment dated April 7, 2014, Supreme Court, Orange County,

Environmental Claims Part (Lefkowitz, J.) granted the Village's motion to dismiss the

proceeding (A1183-A1202). The Court held that Woodbury's claims challenging the Village

Board's SEQRA review of the Mountainville Well were barred by documentary evidence,

among other grounds. (A1 195-A1 198). More specifically, the Court held that:

the record demonstrates that Kiryas Joel identified and took a "hard look" at

relevant areas of environmental concern with respect to the Mountainville Well,

and made a "reasoned elaboration" of the basis for its determination . . .

It must be noted that the contentions proffered by petitioners with respect to the

Mountainville Well were not supported by competent data sufficient to refute

Kiryas Joel's submissions. The record reflects that LBG conducted well pumping

tests to analyze the potential environmental impacts of the proposed

Mountainville Well on Woodbury Creek, the primary aquifer, and the surrounding

wells in the area. Kiryas Joel demonstrated that LBG was aware of the

undeveloped Trout Brook well and the Town of Woodbury's 2006 well permit

when it concluded that the Mountainville Well was self-sustaining and there

would be no impact on wells in the area. In response, petitioners did not submit

data or studies sufficient to demonstrate that the Town of Woodbury's planned

Trout Brook well would be adversely [ajffected. The bare assertions by the Town

of Woodbury's engineer, Dennis Lindsay, that Kiryas Joel "did not identify nor

consider potential impacts to the Trout Brook well field, or consider the joint

impact of both municipal wells operating simultaneously" or the opinion of

petitioners' expert, William Canavan, that Kiryas Joel's withdrawal from the

7



MountainvilJe Well "could reduce the recharge available" for the Trout Brook

well are insufficient to annul the determination by Kiryas Joel and the negative

declaration. Indeed, the fact that the parties' experts may disagree is not

dispositive

(A1197-A1198 [some citations omitted and emphasis added]). Woodbury's appeal from the

April 7, 2014 Decision, Order, and Judgment was thereafter dismissed for failure to perfect

(A1204-A1205). Therefore, with respect to issues pertaining to the review of potential

environmental impacts of the Mountainville Well, these issues were fully litigated and should

not be permitted to arise again in the context of the current proceeding. All the while, the

Village continued to construct the pipeline and pursue its water supply permit for the

Mountainville Well fromNYSDEC.

NYSDEC's Comprehensive Review of the Village's Water Supply Permit

Application for the Mountainville Well

C.

In January 2013, NYSDEC issued a draft water supply permit to the Village for the

proposed Mountainville Well taking of "425 gallons per minute (gpm) for use in the [ Village's]

existing system" (R1502 [emphasis added]). In February 2013, pursuant to 6 NYCRR § 621.7,

NYSDEC issued a notice of complete application for the Village's permit to construct the

Mountainville Well, and accepted public comments on the draft permit until March 8, 2013. Due

to the number of public comments received, NYSDEC determined to hold a Legislative Public

Hearing pursuant to 6 NYCRR parts 621 and 624 (A312-A314). The Legislative Public Hearing,

however, was not held until April 2014, in large part due to the pendency of Woodbury's Article

78 proceeding challenging the Village Board's SEQRA review. At the hearing, NYSDEC

received public comments on the Village's water supply application, many of which raised the

same SEQRA arguments that had been conclusively refuted by the Village's negative declaration

and the prior litigation (A1208-A1272).

8



Following the Legislative Public Hearing, at the request of NYSDEC, the Village

submitted a complete response to the public comments, which also specifically addressed each of

the statutory criteria for issuance of a water supply permit (A158-A237). As relevant here, the

Village explained the procedures and results of the 72-hour pump test, which conclusively

demonstrated that "there was no water-level drawdown measured in the piezometers during the

test, including no surface-water or groundwater level drawdown in Woodbury Creek" (A210).

The pump test also "demonstrated a stabilized yield and water-level drawdown on Well 1 at a

rate of 425 gpm (gallons per minute); rapid water-level recovery following shutdown of the test

(90% within one hour); adequate groundwater recharge (1.00 to 1.38 mgd) to support the taking

of up to 425 gpm (625,000 gpd) from Well 1 and this withdrawal will have no significant

impacts on the aquifer" (A21 1).

Furthermore, "[w]ater-level data were collected from the two offsite residential wells

located at 230 Old Route 32 and 1470 Old Route 2 at approximately 1,150 feet and 870 feet,

respectively, away from Well 1. The water-level data from these wells showed no drawdown

impact attributed to the pumping of Well 1 on the Mountainville parcel" (A212). Therefore,

LBG reasonably concluded that the offsite wells were outside of the zone of influence of the

Mountainville Well. Finally, LBG determined that the "interbasin transfer of water from the

Mountainville Well 1 located in the Lower Hudson Basin of 425 gpm (gallons per minute) or

612,000 gpd to the Ramapo River watershed does not exceed the threshold volume of 1,000,000

gpd" and, therefore, pursuant to Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1517 and NYSDEC's

implementing regulations at 6 NYCRR § 601.18, was not deemed to be a significant transfer

(A218).

9



NYSDEC also issued a responsiveness summary to the relevant public comments

received on the Village's water supply application, which further supported its determination to

grant the permit (A241-A250). The NYSDEC summary incorporated the Village's complete

response to the public comments, and clarified NYSDEC 's view on some of the issues raised.

Specifically, NYSDEC "concur[red] with the Village of Kiryas Joel that the 72-hour pump test

and hydrogeologic studies were performed in accordance with DEC protocols and guidance

documents. These documents demonstrate to the Department's satisfaction that the aquifer is

adequately productive and will safely yield the proposed Mountainville Well No. 1 withdrawal

amount (612,000 gpd) without interference impacts on sources of other users" (A242).

Importantly, NYSDEC found that it "has no reason to doubt that the pumping test for the

Mountainville Well No. 1 was conducted and reported in a scientifically rigorous manner which

reflects the physical reality of groundwater availability at this site. Nor do we doubt the validity

of the report's conclusions" (A247).

Expressly rejecting the comments of Petitioners that the Village had changed its intended

use of the Mountainville Well, NYSDEC clarified that its

review of the submitted application reveals no such contradiction [concerning the

intended use of the Mountainville Well only as a backup source of supply]. Initial

and subsequent application materials submitted to DEC clearly indicate that

Mountainville Well No. 1 was intended as an additional source of supply to "meet

the future water demand requirements of the Village" (page 2 of Joint Application

for Permit form dated 11/15/1 1 and received 1 1/21/1 1). The Negative Declaration

for the project (dated 12/4/12), indicates that the well will "accommodate the

Village's peak water supply demand, both current and projected, and will assure

an adequate backup supply as required for the Village's Catskill Aqueduct

Connection"

(A246-A247).

NYSDEC also confirmed that the 72-hour pump test demonstrated that the Village's

permitted withdrawal from the Mountainville Well would not impact Woodbury Creek, and

10



further noted that "the WWP permit contains an enforceable permit condition which requires the

Village to perform monitoring of nearby Woodbury Creek during the pumping of the

Mountainville Well" to ensure that any unanticipated impacts to the Creek are identified and

mitigated (A244).1 NYSDEC also concluded that the Mountainville Well "would have no effect

on the Town of Cornwall's water supplies" (A245).2

Based on its review of the Village's water supply application and its response to public

comments, NYSDEC conclusively "determined that the proposed project meets the standards for

permit issuance contained in Water Withdrawal Permit regulations 6 NYCRR 601. The

Department finds that the Village of Kiryas Joel has demonstrated to the Department's

satisfaction the need for the project, and the Village has provided the requisite justification for

the proposed water withdrawal" (A250). Accordingly, on October 15, 2015, consistent the

3
requirements of the Unifonn Procedures Act (Environmental Conservation Law § 70-01 09[3])

NYSDEC granted the Village a water supply permit for the Mountainville Well (A72-A81). The

Village commenced construction of the Mountainville Well, while continuing construction of the

transmission pipeline for the New York City Aqueduct connection project.

1 The Village has already implemented monitoring of Woodbury Creek.

2 It is the Village's assumption that this NYSDEC finding actually relates to the Village of

Cornwall-on-Hudson's Taylor Road wells, which are approximately two miles from the

Mountainville Well (A638). The Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson recently obtained a NYSDEC

permit to increase the withdrawal from these wells to 2 million gallons per day ("mgd").

Notably, while Cornwall-on-Hudson's wells are located directly on Moodna Creek,

adjudicator)^ hearing on the permit was held and no separate written findings other than the

permit were issued by NYSDEC.

3 Environmental Conservation Law § 70-0109(3) provides that "the department shall make a

decision on an application for a permit by mailing the applicant a permit, a permit with

conditions or a statement that the permit applied for has been denied."

no
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I). The Proceedings at Supreme Court

In November 2015, Municipal Petitioners and Black Rock Petitioners commenced

separate proceedings challenging NYSDEC's determination to grant a water supply permit to the

Village (A46-A71, A329-A358). The parties thereafter stipulated to join the two proceedings for

purposes of hearing and determination (A36-A42).

Kiryas Joel moved to dismiss each proceeding in its entirety (A592-A595), while the

State Respondents answered the petition in Action No. 1, asserting objections in point of law

(A279-A291), and moved to dismiss the petition in Action No. 2 (A566-A568). Five months

after NYSDEC issued the Mountainville Well water supply permit, Petitioners cross-moved for a

preliminary injunction enjoining the Village from drawing upon the well.

In a Decision and Order entered May 24, 2016, Supreme Court, Albany County (Zwack,

A.J.) denied the preliminary injunction and granted the Village's and State's motions to dismiss

both proceedings in their entirety (A16-A35). The Court dismissed the petition filed by Black

Rock Petitioners (Action No. 2) because "[n]o member [of the organizations] has come forward

to demonstrate that he or she will suffer a greater harm than that of the general public" and, thus,

they lacked standing (A25-A26). The Court also dismissed the claims asserted by the individual

and organizational Petitioners (Action No. 1) on standing grounds because "it has already been

determined that the Mountainville Well [will] have no discemable negative effects on their

private wells or wells in the close proximity. This documentary evidence is contained in the

Negative Declaration, the DEC's adaptation of the Village's response to the public comments,

and the determination by Justice Leftkowitz [Vc]" (A26). The individual and organizational

Petitioners' speculative claims of harm, the Court held, were insufficient to distinguish them

from the public at large.
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The Court dismissed the remainder of Petitioners' claims because the NYSDEC

determination to grant Iviryas Joel a water supply permit for the Mountainville Well was rational

(A28). The Court, after review of the "overwhelming documentation" in the record, rejected the

fundamental premise underlying Petitioners' arguments: that Kiryas Joel, during the permitting

process, abandoned its intended connection of the water supply pipeline to the New York City

Aqueduct and transformed the intent of the Mountainville Well from solely a back up supply to

the Village's primary water supply (A27-A28). The Court held:

Petitioner-Plaintiffs' argument that the Village of Kiryas Joel materially changed

the proposal after the negative declaration—by determining not to expeditiously

connect to the Aqueduct and instead supplement their growing need for water

exclusively through the Mountainville Well—is wholly unsupported by any

documentation set forth in this record. Overwhelming documentation has been

presented by respondents that the exact opposite is true. The Court can only

conclude that petitioners, throughout all of the prior proceeding, were, well aware

that the intent of the Village of Kiryas Joel has always been to connect to the New

York City Aqueduct....particularly as these same petitioners fought construction

of the pipeline to the aqueduct in several past proceedings, as described in Justice

Leftkowitz's April 7, 2014 decision. Now, once more for petitioners to make the

same claim is particularly disingenuous especially in light of the overwhelming

documentation that demonstrates the Mountainville Well was always intended to

be, and will be used, in conjunction with helping to meet the day to day demand

of the Village as it grows and as a back up supply when the pipeline, which is

under construction, is completed.

(A27-A28 [footnotes omitted]). In fact, the Court characterized Petitioners' argument as

"frivolous conduct" that could have warranted the imposition of sanctions (A27).

The Court held that the permit determination was rationally supported by NYSDEC s

findings that "the pumping test performed in June 2011 demonstrates that the aquifer in the

vicinity of the Mountainville site is capable of supplying the applicant's proposed water

withdrawal (612,000 gallons per day) without adverse impact to the aquifer, Woodbury creek, or

-the 'aquifer is robust and could actually support a larger taking'" (A28). Theresidential wells-

Court also credited NYSDEC's finding that "the Village's application was always for a Village
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supply well to meet its current needs and expanded needs in the future. It will also serve as a

'backup supply as required by the Village's Catskill Aqueduct Connection'" (A29).

The Court rejected Petitioners' arguments that NYSDEC was required to hold an

adjudicatory hearing on the Village's water supply application and failed to make specific

findings supporting its determinations under Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503(2).

Noting that it was not the Court's role to reweigh the factors that NYSDEC considered in

determining not to hold an adjudicatory hearing, the Court held that after "[rjeviewing the public

comments as they are attached to the verified petition in Action 1, it is clear that the DEC

considered the same, and from a review by the Court of the record, the determination not to hold

an adjudicatory hearing was rationally based" (A32). Finally, the Court held that the statutory

factors for the water supply permit were also properly considered by NYSDEC and the Village

in its SEQRA negative declaration for the development of the Mountainville Wellfield (A3 2).4

Relying upon the Court's decision, the Village continues to construct the Mountainville Well and

its necessary appurtenances.

The Village is also moving ahead with final construction plans and permits for the

remainder of the New York City Aqueduct connection project. Contrary to Petitioners'

assertions, the New York City Aqueduct project has not been suspended or terminated.

Likewise, contrary to Petitioners claims, the New York City Department of Environmental

Protection ("NYCDEP") is fully apprised of the Village's full intentions to complete the project.

and has confirmed the Village's entitlement to connect to the Aqueduct. Other than approval of

final engineering drawings and execution of a water supply agreement, there are no additional

4 Because the Village completed a proper coordinated SEQRA review, its negative

declaration following the coordinated review is binding on all other involved agencies, including

NYSDEC and NYSDOH (see 6 NYCRR § 617.6[b][3][iii]).
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permits required by NYCDEP to complete the project. Therefore, the statements and allegations

that the Village has changed its long-term plan to connect with the Aqueduct are "fiction and a

meritless basis for challenging the Mountainville Well water supply permit.

5
Petitioners appealed the Supreme Court order to this Court. For the reasons that follow,

the Supreme Court order should be affirmed.

ARGUMENT

POINT I

ALL PETITIONERS LACK STANDING

Standing to raise claims of environmental harm requires a petitioner to establish it would

suffer an "injury that is in some way different from that of the public at large," and that this harm

falls within the zone of interest protected by the relevant statutes, here, Article 15, title 15 of the

Environmental Conservation Law (see Matter ofSierra Club v Village ofPainted Post, 26 NY3d

301, 310 [2015]; Society ofPlastics Indus, v County ofSuffolk, 77 NY2d 761, 774 [1991]). This

harm cannot be speculative; it must be direct and concrete (see New York State Assn. ofNurse

Anesthetists v Novello, 2 NY3d 207, 213 [2004]; Matter ofPort of Oswego Auth. v Grannis, 70

AD3d 1101, 1104 [3d Dept 2010] ["because petitioners fail to allege anything other than

economic harm to themselves or speculative ecological injury to the general public, they lack

standing"], Iv denied 14 NY3d 714 [2010]).

5 Petitioners sought a preliminary injunction prohibiting the Village from drawing upon the

Mountainville Well pending these appeals. This Court granted the motions in a Decision and

Order on Motion dated and entered May 18, 2017 (see Matter of Village of Woodbury v Seggos,

2017 NY Slip Op 74402[U] [3d Dept May 18, 2017]). Kiryas Joel moved for reargument of

Petitioners' motions and vacatur or modification of the preliminary injunction. This Court denied

Kiryas Joel's motion, but granted an argument preference and set this matter down for argument

in the September term (see Matter of Village of Woodbury v Seggos, 2017 NY Slip Op 	[3d

Dept June 21, 2017]).
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Unable to articulate any cognizable harm to their own interests, Petitioners based their

standing to challenge the NYSDEC water supply permit on the mere proximity of their

properties to the Mountainville Well property. Proximity alone, however, simply is not enough.

Indeed, where there is no development project or zoning action at issue, the presumption of

injury sufficient to sustain standing based on proximity alone does not apply (see Matter ofSave

Our Main St. Bldgs. v Greene County Legislature , 293 AD2d 907, 908 [3d Dept 2002]

["Generalized environmental concerns will not suffice and, when no zoning-related issue is

involved, there is no presumption of standing to raise a SEQRA challenge based on a party's

close proximity alone."], Iv denied 98 NY2d 609 [2002]; see also Matter ofKindred v Monroe

County, 119 AD3d 1347, 1348 [4th Dept 2014]; Matter of Boyle v Town of Woodstock, 257

AD2d 702, 704 [3d Dept 1999]). Thus, Petitioners were obligated to prove, not merely allege,

that the proximity of their properties to the Mountainville Well would result in some concrete

injury different from that suffered by the public at large (see Matter ofSave the Pine Bush, Inc. v

Common Council ofCity ofAlbany, 13 NY3d 297, 306 [2009]; Matter ofPiela v Van Voids, 229

AD2d 94, 96 [3d Dept 1997] ["[although conclusory allegations [in the petition] are sufficient to

state petitioner's claim of standing, they are lacking in probative value and will not themselves

suffice to establish it" (emphasis in original)]).

Supreme Court properly held that Black Rock Petitioners (Action No. 2) and the

individual Petitioners and Black Rock Fish and Game Club (Action No. 1) failed to do so, and

thus dismissed their claims for lack of standing. As demonstrated below, the same holding

should apply to the claims asserted by the remaining Municipal Petitioners (see Parochial Bus

Sys. v Board ofEduc. of City ofNew York, 60 NY2d 539, 545-546 [1983] ["the successful party,

who is not aggrieved by the judgment or order appealed from and who, therefore, has no right to
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bring an appeal, is entitled to raise an error made below, for review by the appellate court, as

long as that error has been properly preserved and would, if corrected, support a judgment in his

favor"]).

Supreme Court Properly Dismissed the Claims of the Individual Petitioners and

Black Rock Fish and Game Club in Action No. 1 and All Claims in Action No. 2 for

Lack of Standing.

A.

Storm King Art Center and Black Rock Forest Consortium (Action No. 2)

Lack Standing.

1.

To establish its standing, Petitioner Storm King Ail Center ("SKAC") relies solely on its

ownership of the "Houghton Farm," which lies adjacent to the Mountainville Well site, and the

fact that Woodbury Creek flows over its property (Brf for Town of Cornwall et al., at 64). It did

not allege, much less prove, any specific use of the groundwater aquifer or the Woodbury Creek

that would be harmed from the Village's use of the Mountainville Well. Mere ownership of

property adjacent to the well property is not enough in this case because no harm actually flows

from the proximity of SKAC's property to the well property (see Matter of Clean Water

Advocates ofN.Y., Inc. v New York State Dept. ofEnvtl. Conservation, 103 AD3d 1006, 1008 [3d

Dept 2013] [no standing where petitioner "did not articulate any specific harm that she would

suffer based on her proximity to the project"], Iv denied 21 NY3d 862 [2013]).

The Affidavit of Anthony Davidowitz, SKAC's Secretary and Director of Legal Affairs

and Operations, does not allege that SKAC uses a well or some other groundwater source on the

property that could be impacted by the Village's use of the Mountainville Well. Nor did SKAC

assert any proof of particularized or unique use of the Woodbury Creek itself. Instead, the sole

alleged harm to SKAC is generalized, speculative harm to Woodbury Creek that the

documentary evidence, particularly Leggette, Brashears & Graham, Inc.'s ("LBG") established

scientific testing of the Mountainville Well, demonstrates will not occur (A634, A641).
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Petitioners Black Rock Forest Consortium ("BRFC") effectively concedes that it lacks

standing. BRFC alleges only that it owns property over 1.3 miles away from the Mountainville

Well site, and that some unexplained harm could befall "up-stream tributaries of the Woodbury

Creek" and wildlife that may occasionally be present on its property, which would threaten

BRFC investments (A1484-A1485). These allegations are woefully insufficient to establish

standing (see e.g. Matter ofVTR FV, LLC v Town of Guilderland, 101 AD3d 1532, 1533-1534

[3d Dept 2012] [petitioners lacked standing to assert SEQRA and zoning claims based on

threatened business competition and economic harm, despite close proximity]; Matter of

Gallahan v Planning Bd. of City ofIthaca, 307 AD2d 684, 685 [3d Dept 2003] [no presumption

of standing at 700 feet away from the project], Iv denied 1 NY3d 501 [2003]; Matter of Oates v

Village of Watkins Glen, 290 AD2d 758, 760-761 [3d Dept 2002] [no presumption at 530 feet];

Matter of Buerger v Town of Grafton, 235 AD2d 984, 985 [3d Dept 1997] [no presumption at

600 feet], Iv denied 89 NY2d 816 [1997]).

Supreme Court properly held, therefore, that the mere proximity of the SKAC's and

BRFC's properties to the Mountainville Well site alone is insufficient to establish their standing

to maintain this proceeding, especially where, as here, the record demonstrates that the Black

Rock Petitioners cannot meet their burden to prove standing otherwise.

Black Rock Fish and Game Club, Christiansen, and Bridges (Action No. 1)

Lack Standing.

2.

As with the Petitioners in Action No. 2, the individual and organizational Petitioners in

Action No. 1 also relied entirely on proximity to sustain their burden of establishing standing.

Proximity alone, however, even when combined with unsubstantiated speculative allegations of

harm that were refuted on the record by the LBG pump test and NYSDEC responses to public

comments/was insufficient to establish standing before Supreme Court (A26).
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Petitioners Christiansen and Bridges failed to submit proof before Supreme Court of the

location of their own wells to establish the distance between their wells and the Mountainville

Well. Without such proof Petitioners Christiansen and Bridges were not entitled to any

presumption of harm due to the mere proximity of their properties to the Mountainville Well site.

Indeed, because the Mountainville Well is approximately 850 feet from the boundaries of the

properties owned by Petitioners Christiansen and Bridges (A622), they cannot rely on the mere

proximity of their property lines alone to establish standing (see Gallahan, 307 AD2d at 685;

Oates, 290 AD2d at 760-761). Indeed, Supreme Court held, "it has already been determined that

the Mountainville Well ha[s] no discernable negative effects on their private wells or wells in

close proximity" (A26). Thus, Supreme Court properly held that Petitioners Christiansen and

Bridges failed their burden to establish, based upon competent proof, standing to challenge

NYSDEC's issuance of the water supply permit for the Mountainville Well.

Petitioner Black Rock Fish and Game Club does not allege that it uses a water supply

Its standingsource on its property, only that the Woodbury Creek flows over its lands.

allegations, therefore, are no different than those asserted by the Petitioners in Action No. 2. As

demonstrated above, Supreme Court properly held that these conclusory and speculative

allegations of harm were insufficient to establish the standing of Petitioners Black Rock Fish and

Game Club, Henry and Susan Christiansen, and Sevinch Bridges.

B. The Municipal Petitioners Lack Standing.

Supreme Court erred, however, by declining to dismiss the claims of Municipal

Petitioners Town and Village of Woodbury, Town of Cornwall, and Village of Cornwall-on-

Hudson on the same grounds. Supreme Court held that "[t]he issue of standing as to the Village

and Town of Woodbury was addressed in a footnote in the prior decision [by Justice Lefkowitz]
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thus this Court will not address it here as to the various municipalities" (A25).6 Supreme Court's

deferral, however, improperly declined to hold Municipal Petitioners to the same burden to

establish standing by submitting competent proof of concrete, cognizable harm as is required by

Municipalthis Court's standing principles and was required for all other petitioners here.

Petitioners failed that burden and their claims should have been dismissed.

Municipal Petitioners alleged only that they brought this challenge to the NYSDEC water

supply permit for the Mountainville Well "to protect [its] interest in the environmental and

natural resources it shares" with the surrounding municipalities (A1314), and to "protect[] its

These claims by Municipalresidents from having their private wells run dry" (A3 3 18).

Petitioners of generalized environmental concern and equating assertions of alleged harms to

residents as their own both contravene this State's well-established standing principles. Such

claims, especially when shown by the record to be unsubstantiated, are insufficient to

"demonstrate how [the municipalities' own] personal or property rights, either personally or in a

representative capacity, will be directly and specifically affected apart from any damage suffered

by the public at large" (Matter of Village of Canajoharie v Planning Bd. of Town ofFlorida, 63

AD3d 1498, 1501 [3d Dept 2009]). Indeed, "[a] municipality is limited to asserting rights that

are its own . . . and is not permitted to assert the collective individual rights of its residents"

(.Matter of Village of Chestnut Ridge v Town ofRamapo , 45 AD3d 74, 91 [2d Dept 2007]).

Similarly unavailing is a claim that the regulatory requirement that NYSDEC determine

that "the proposed project is just and equitable to all affected municipalities and their inhabitants

with regard to their present and future needs for sources of potable water supply" somehow

6 Justice Lefkowitz's decision did not address the standing of Town of Cornwall and Village

of Comwall-on-Hudson. Because standing must be evaluated on a party-by-party basis {see e.g.

Society of Plastics Indus., 77 NY2d at 776-779), Supreme Court's application of Justice

Lefkowitz's standing footnote to Cornwall and Cornwall-on-Hudson was improper.
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confers automatic standing on non-affected municipalities like Municipal Petitioners here (6

NYCRR § 60 1.11 [c] [3] [emphasis added]). It is not disputed that Municipal Petitioners' water

supply wells are located great distances from the Mountainville Well. The Village of Cornwall-

on-Hudson Taylor Road well is nearly two miles from the Mountainville Well site and draws

from a different aquifer (A638). Woodbury's Trout Brook well is over a mile away and actually

located upgradient from the Mountainville Well, further insulating that well from any

hypothetical impact (A638). Accordingly, Municipal Petitioners cannot be afforded any

presumption of standing as "affected municipalities" under the NYSDEC regulations, even

assuming, arguendo, that such a standing theory exists.

Furthermore, Woodbury's reliance before Supreme Court on alleged impacts to the

Harriman Wastewater Treatment Plant ("HWWTP") cannot support its standing to challenge the

Village's water supply permit. Woodbury does not own or operate the HWWTP. Although the

HWWTP operates under a NYSDEC permit limiting its total volume of discharges, Municipal

Petitioners have not submitted any proof that use of the Mountainville Well will cause an

exceedance of the HWWTP' s permit limits or require a permit change. Indeed, the Mountainville

Well water supply permit does not authorize any increase in the total volume of discharges at the

HWWTP. Therefore, such allegations of impact are far too attenuated from the water supply

permit to sustain Woodbury's standing based on those claims alone.

Because Municipal Petitioners failed to allege anything more than generalized,

speculative environmental harms, and failed to submit any concrete proof of cognizable barm in

opposition to the Village's motion to dismiss (see Piela, 229 AD2d at 96), Supreme Court erred

in relying on the prior determination of Justice Lefkowitz concerning Woodbury's standing to

confer standing on all of them. The record evidence in this case makes clear that Municipal
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Petitioners will not suffer any harm at all from the proposed withdrawal from the Mountainville

Well. Municipal Petitioners, therefore, lack standing and all claims in Action No. 1 should be

dismissed.

POINT II

SUPREME COURT PROPERLY REJECTED PETITIONERS' CLAIM THAT KIRYAS

JOEL CHANGED THE INTENDED USE OF THE MOUNTAINVILLE WELL

AFTER ISSUING THE SEORA NEGATIVE DECLARATION

Petitioners' substantive claims in this case rise and fall on their allegation that the Village

abandoned its water supply connection to the New York City Aqueduct and changed the

intended use of the Mountainville Well from a backup supply to the Village's primary water

source. Municipal Petitioners' first, fourth, fifth, and sixth causes of action and Black Rock

Petitioners' fourth, fifth, and sixth causes of action are rooted almost exclusively on their

misinformed premise that the Village's SEQRA review was based on the Mountainville Well

being used "only occasionally as a backup source for the Catskill Aqueduct," and that the Village

thereafter changed the intended use of the well to a primary water source (A68). This supposition

was also based erroneously on Petitioners' contention that Kiryas Joel had abandoned its New

York City Aqueduct connection project (A27). As Supreme Court properly held, Petitioners'

allegations are flatly contradicted by the documentary evidence (see Maas v Cornell Univ., 94

NY2d 87, 91 [1999]; Fernicola v New York State Ins. Fund, 293 AD2d 844, 844 [3d Dept 2002]

["a court need not accept as true legal conclusions or factual allegations that are either inherently

incredible or flatly contradicted by documentary evidence" (internal quotation marks omitted)]).

The Village's water supply permit application for the Mountainville Well, including the

supporting SEQRA Environmental Assessment Form and negative declaration all plainly reflect

the Village's intent that the Mountainville Well "be permitted as a public water-supply source at
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a taking of 612,00 gpd (425 gprn) to meet the future water demand requirements of the Village"

(A679 [emphasis added]; see also A92 [describing the action as the "development of a well field

on property owned by the Village on NYS Rt. 32 in the Town of Cornwall to provide necessary

capacity to the Village's public water supply system" (emphasis added)], A3 16, A3 18, A1145).

The Village's future water demands include both average daily demand and peak day demand.

Moreover, the draft permit issued by NYSDEC in January 2013 also clearly states that the

Mountainville Well taking is of "425 gallons per minute (gpm) for use in the existing system"

(R1502 [emphasis added]). Indeed, the very quotes relied on by Petitioners plainly reveal the

Village's intention to use the Mountainville Well '"to provide additional support for the

Village's water demands now and in the future'" (Brf for Town of Cornwall et al., at 14, 21-23).

It is not disputed that the Mountainville Well will be used in the future as a backup

supply to the New York City Aqueduct connection, consistent with the NYCDEP requirement

that "the Village must certify that the Village's water supply will be able to sustain a shutdown

of the Aqueduct for extended periods of time" (A162). That is, once the Village has made the

connection to the New York City Aqueduct, it will be required to certify to the NYCDEP that it

has an adequate municipal water system (here, the Village's network of existing wells) to

support the Village's water demand at times that water is unavailable from the Aqueduct due to

maintenance or planned shutdowns (A659). Thus, the Mountainville Well, as a part of the

Village's municipal water system, certainly will be used to back up the Village's connection to

7 At the time of the Village's application for the water supply permit, it was experiencing

shortages only in its water supply system's ability to satisfy peak day demand (A658-A659).

The Village acknowledged, however, that the natural growth of its population would require

additional water supply as demand increased (A 102), and so it applied for the Mountainville

Well withdrawal "to provide additional support for the Village's water demands now and in the

future" (A162). Now, more than five years later, the Mountainville Well is needed to satisfy

both the Village's average daily and peak day demands.
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the New York City Aqueduct. That is, during times when the Aqueduct is taken out of service,

the Village will be required to use the 612,000 gpd withdrawal from the Mountainville Well, in

addition to the capacity from the Village's other municipal wells, as the Village's source of water

supply for its residents.

Contrary to Petitioners' contention, however, that was never presented or reviewed as its

only purpose. The Village consistently maintained in its water supply permit application (A3 16,

A679, A691), SEQRA review (A92-A93, A1145), and responses to the public comments

received during the administrative process:

The Mountainville Well Field is intended to provide additional support for the

Village's water demands now and in the future. In the intervening time before the

Aqueduct connection is completed, Well No. 1 will support the Village's existing

well network, especially at times of maximum daily demand, which as noted

occur only on a limited number of days per year. Once the Village connects to the

Aqueduct, this well will support the Village's demand at times of future Aqueduct

shutdowns

(A162 [emphasis added]).

Nothing in any of the Village's formal submissions supporting its well permit application

expressed an exclusive or limited use of the Mountainville Well to a backup supply for the New

York City Aqueduct. The Village's SEQRA review and NYSDEC's water supply permit review

were both premised on a full withdrawal of 612,000 gpd from the Mountainville Well. Nowhere,

in any of these reviews did the Village or NYSDEC expressly or implicitly rely on a limited use

of the well in order to minimize consideration of the environmental impacts of the well. All

reviews considered full use of the well based on its safe yield calculation of 612,000 gpd (A307

["LBG also did a 180 day water level drawdown projection . . . This six-month projection

demonstrates that the well can sustain the proposed pumping rate with no recharge from

precipitation (an extremely conservative assumption). It also demonstrates there is no direct
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hydrologic connection with nearby surface water features, including Woodbury Creek ... A 180-

day drawdown projection is a worst-case projected drawdown for a well that is pumped at the

requested approval rate for six months, during which time it is assumed that no aquifer recharge

from precipitation or snowmelt occurs. This is an extremely unlikely condition and thus very

conservative"]).

Likewise, nothing in any of the Village's submissions expressed any change in the

Village's intention for the Mountainville Well or its intentions to continue construction of the

water supply pipeline to the New York City Aqueduct (A918-A921). The record clearly

demonstrates that the Village's position and intentions have remained consistent throughout the

entire administrative review process. Contrary to Petitioners' allegations, the Village's intent for

the use of the Mountainville Well when it applied to NYSDEC, when it conducted the SEQRA

review and issued the negative declaration, and afterwards while NYSDEC reviewed the

-to use the safe yield ofapplication and ultimately granted permit has remained the same-

612,000 gpd as a part of the Village's groundwater supply system to satisfy its residents' average

and maximum daily water demands now and in the future until the Village connects to the New

York City Aqueduct.

There is also nothing in the NYSDEC record that reflects a change in the Village's intent

or the purpose of the water supply permit. Even the NYSDEC 's Response to Public Comments

explicitly acknowledges that the use of the Mountainville Well was intended, and remains, "to

supplement the Village of Kiryas Joel potable water supply system." (A243, A245

["Mountainville Well No. 1 was proposed to meet the Villages's [Ac] current maximum day

demand. The Village is not seeking to immediately begin using 612,000 gpd more water in an

average basis than it presently uses with the addition of Mountainville Well No. 1. Rather, the
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well will facilitate the Village's ability to meet the maximum day demand, as well as to provide

for long-term needs as its population expands."], A293).

The situation the Village forecast when it applied for the water supply permit in 201 1 has

now come to pass. The Village's current water supply system is unable to produce enough water

to satisfy the average daily demand of its residents without the Mountainville Well and the

Village must now resort to emergency water sources, emergency conservation measures, and

trucking water into the Village. The Mountainville Well was, and continues to be, intended to

provide the Village with adequate water to satisfy the current and future needs of its growing

population. Of the 612,000 gpd withdrawal that was studied by the Village and reviewed and

approved by NYSDEC, the Village presently needs 200,000 gpd to meet its average daily

demand, and an additional 300,000 gpd to meet its maximum day demand. Seeing this coming

need more than five years ago, the Village did not in any way limit its SEQRA review to impacts

from a temporary use of the Mountainville Well. It would have been poor planning for the

Village to do so, given the constant delays in the water supply connection caused by the multiple

litigations waged by Petitioners and others against the Village's attempts to secure a reliable

source of water for its residents.

In the meantime, the Village has continued work to complete the connection to the New

York City Aqueduct. The New York City Aqueduct project is a multi-phased, multi-million-

dollar project (A918-A921), and as Supreme Court found, "the Village has never abandoned or

changed its plans to complete the construction of the 13.5 mile transmission main and connection

to the New York City Aqueduct" (A30). To do so would be illogical, after the Village has spent

in excess of $30 million on the project and installed a 24-inch transmission main that is designed

to cany at least 2 mgd per day from the Aqueduct to the Village. If the Village's intention had
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been all along just to transmit the Mountainville Well's 612,000 gpd withdrawal, a far smaller

transmission main, at significantly less expense, would have sufficed.

Petitioners' arguments to the contrary simply make no sense. The Aqueduct connection

has been delayed not because of any plan by the Village to abandon its investments in the

project, but because of delays occasioned by the incessant litigation brought by some of the

petitioners here, regulatory delays in granting necessary permits for the construction by other

municipal governments, and normal construction delays. The delayed connection does not

change the Village's intention to complete the New York City Aqueduct project or change any

potential environmental impact from the interim use of the transmission main for the

Mountainville Well withdrawal that was previously reviewed and upheld.8

NYSDEC also specifically rejected Petitioners' allegations that the Village had changed

its intended use of the well:

Several commentors indicated that the Village's intended use of the Mountainville

Well No. 1, as either a primary source of supply or redundant source of supply

(i.e., "backup supply"), was not made clear. However, DEC's review of the

submitted application reveals no such contradiction. Initial and subsequent

application materials submitted to DEC clearly indicate that Mountainville Well

No. 1 was intended as an additional source of supply to "meet the future water

demand requirements of the Village" (page 2 of Joint Application for Permit form

dated 1 1/ 15/1 1 and received 1 1 /21/1 1). The Negative Declaration for the project

(dated 12/4/12), indicates that the well will "accommodate the Village's peak

water supply demand, both current and projected, and will assure an adequate

backup supply as required for the Village's Catskill Aqueduct Connection."

(A246-A247).

8 Petitioners' argument that the Village also somehow changed the intended use of the

Mountainville Well by approving an annexation petition filed by local property owners in the

Town of Monroe was never raised before Supreme Court, and is therefore unpreserved (see

Matter of Citizens for St. Patrick's v City ofWatervliet Zoning Bd. ofAppeals, 130 AD3d 1338,

1340 [3d Dept 2015], Iv dismissed 27 NY3d 1059 [2016]). The change in political boundaries

resulting from the annexation is irrelevant to the NYSDEC approval of the Mountainville Well

permit or the Village's current needs for the potable water the well will provide.
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Nevertheless, Petitioners continue to rely on their intentional misreading of the Village's

July 16, 2014 letter to the New York State Environmental Facilities Corporation ("EFC")

concerning the Village's plan for financing the costs of construction of the water supply pipeline

to the New York City Aqueduct (A157). The Village's letter, however, clearly contemplates that

the construction of the water supply connection to the New York City Aqueduct will continue,

and directly refutes Petitioners' claims that the Village has abandoned the pipeline project, or

changed its plans with respect to the Mountainville Well (A917-A921, A1279). Without their

false premise, the factual underpinnings of Petitioners' claims fail.

Supreme Court properly held that the documentary evidence in the record conclusively

establishes that the Village has not, in fact, changed the intended use of the Mountainville Well.

Instead, the Mountainville Well was proposed, tested, and reviewed by NYSDEC as an

additional source of water supply to supplement the Village's existing network of wells, with the

added intention of using the well as a backup supply once the Village completes the New York

City Aqueduct project. It was assessed under SEQRA and reviewed and approved by NYSDEC

based on its maximum safe yield of 612,000 gallons per day. Supreme Court, therefore, properly

held that the documentary evidence conclusively refutes Petitioners' false allegations that the

Village altered its intended use of the Mountainville Well during the administrative process and

somehow misled or under-represented the impacts or use of the well before NYSDEC.

Therefore, Supreme Court's dismissal of the Municipal Petitioners' first, fourth, fifth, and sixth

causes of action and the Black Rock Petitioners' fourth, fifth, and sixth causes of action based

upon those allegations should be affirmed.
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POINT III

SUPREME COURT PROPERLY HELD NYS DEC'S DETERMINATION

NOT TO HOLD AN ADJUDICATORY HEARING WAS

RATIONAL AND WITHIN ITS EXPERT DISCRETION

Petitioners argue that Supreme Court erred in holding that NYSDEC rationally

determined that an adjudicatory hearing on the Village's permit application was not required.

Petitioners contend that their mere disagreement with the conclusions supported by reasoned

evaluation of the Village's expert hydrogeologist and NYSDEC, which is charged with

administration of the state's water resources, should have triggered the need for an adversarial

evidentiary hearing before an Administrative Law Judge. Because NYSDEC' s determination

against holding an adjudicatory hearing was rationally made, Supreme Court properly dismissed

Petitioners' claim.

The determination whether to hold an adjudicatory hearing on a permit application falls

within the sound discretion of NYSDEC and should not be disturbed or second-guessed by the

Court (see 6 NYCRR § 621. 8 [a] ["After a permit application for a major project is complete . . .

the department must evaluate the application and any comments received to determine whether a

public hearing will be held ... A hearing may be either adjudicatory or legislative pursuant to

Part 624 of this Title or legislative pursuant to this Part."]; Matter of Eastern Niagara Project

Power Alliance v New York State Dept. of Envtl. Conservation, 42 AD3d 857, 861 [3d Dept

2007] ["in reviewing an administrative determination our role is not to reweigh the factors and

substitute our judgment for that of the agency, but to limit our review to ascertaining whether it

is erroneous or arbitrary and capricious and, thus, without a rational basis" (cleaned up)]).

Under NYSDEC regulations, "the determination to hold an adjudicatory hearing shall be

based on whether the department's review raises substantive and significant issues relating to
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any findings or determinations the department is required to make pursuant to the Environmental

Conservation Law, including the reasonable likelihood that a permit applied for will be denied or

can be granted only with major modifications to the project because the project, as proposed,

may not meet statutory or regulatory criteria or standards" or "where any comments received

from members of the public or other interested parties raise substantive and significant issues

relating to the application, and resolution of any such issue may result in denial of the permit

application, or the imposition of significant conditions thereon" (6 NYCRR § 621. 8 [b] [emphasis

added]). The regulations define a "substantive" issue as one where "there is sufficient doubt

about the applicant's ability to meet statutory or regulatory criteria applicable to the project, such

that a reasonable person would require further inquiry" {id. § 624.4[c][2]). A "significant" issue

is one that "has the potential to result in the denial of a permit, a major modification to the

proposed project or the imposition of significant permit conditions in addition to those proposed

in the draft permit" (id. § 624.4[c][3]).

Notably, the regulations make clear that "[m]ere expressions of general opposition to a

project are insufficient grounds for holding an adjudicatory public hearing on a permit

application. In order to raise substantive and significant issues, written comments expressing

objection or opposition to an application must explain the basis of that opposition and identify

the specific grounds which could lead the department to deny or impose significant conditions on

the permit" (id. § 62 1 . 8 [d] ; see Matter ofCitizens for Clean Air v New York State Dept. ofEnvtl.

Conservation, 135 AD2d 256, 261 [3d Dept 1988], appeal dismissed 72 NY2d 853 [1988]).

Indeed, where, as here, the objections fail to demonstrate specific defects or omissions in the

application, but instead rely on conclusory assertions of harm, they provide no basis to hold an

adjudicatory hearing (Matter of Raritan Baykeeper, Inc. y Martens, 142 AD3d 1083, 1086 [2d
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Dept 2016] [rejecting claim that NYSDEC determination against holding adjudicatory hearing

was arbitrary where "although the petitioners submitted various evidence and expert statements

to challenge the permit application, and asserted that DSNY's plans to prevent or mitigate

contamination were inadequate, they failed to point to specific defects or omissions in those

plans, instead relying on conclusory assertions"]).

NYSDEC rationally exercised its expert discretion and determined that the issues raised

by Petitioners during the permit process, which merely expressed general opposition to the

Village of Kiryas Joel and the Mountainville Well project and included untimely and technically

deficient opinions concerning the well's SEQRA review, were neither substantive nor significant

(see e.g. Matter of Town of Ellery v New York State Dept. of Envtl. Conservation , 54 Misc 3d

482, 489-490 [Sup Ct, Chautauqua County 2016] ["Rationally made decisions regarding whether

such issues genuinely exist and whether a full adjudicatory hearing is warranted are reserved for

the DEC. Consequently, the role of the court is not to decide whether the CCLF is sited in an

earthquake zone or dangerously close to an aquifer; rather, it is to determine whether the Town's

claims were properly considered by the DEC."]).

It was Petitioners' burden to convince NYSDEC that the Village's proposed withdrawal

from the Mountainville Well could not satisfy the criteria for issuance of a water supply permit

without significant alteration or the imposition of substantive conditions different from those

contained in the January 2013 draft permit (see Matter ofRaritan Baykeeper, Inc. v Martens, 142

AD3d 1083, 1086 [2d Dept 2016] ["Where DEC staff have determined that a component of the

applicant's project, as proposed, or after the imposition of conditions, conforms to applicable law

and regulations, 'the burden of persuasion is on the potential party proposing any issue related to

that component to demonstrate that it is both substantive and significant,'" quoting 6 NYCRR
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§ 624.4(c)(4)]). This, NYSDEC properly determined, they failed to do, and its determination is

entitled to deference.

Petitioners argue, nevertheless, that the issues they raised before NYSDEC must have

been substantive and significant because their objections resulted in the imposition of conditions

on the Mountainville Well water supply permit. The draft permit issued by NYSDEC, however,

contained the same conditions that were ultimately included in the final permit (compare R1505-

R1506 with A75-A78). The only condition that was added to the final NYSDEC permit was

monitoring of the Woodbury Creek during well pumping and establishment of a monitoring and

action plan (A75-A76). As NYSDEC explained, this condition was added only because the

Village, out of an abundance of caution, stated in its response to comments that it could not

guarantee—as no municipality can—that a prolonged withdrawal from the Mountainville Well

will not ever have any impacts on nearby surface waters, including Woodbury Creek (A3 09

[noting that the "pumping test results show that the Mountainville Well did not draw water from

Woodbury Creek")). That this condition was added to the final permit does not, therefore, show

that Petitioners' unfounded objections resulted in the imposition of a significant permit

condition, which would have required an adjudicatory hearing, especially where, as here, the

permittee did not object to the condition (A299, A309; see e.g. Raritan Baykeeper, Inc., 142

AD3d at 1086; Eastern Niagara Project Power Alliance, 42 AD3d at 861 ["the water quality

issues raised in the comments were investigated during the ALP process through a series of

intensive studies and, given the deference due to DEC under these circumstances, we will not

disturb its finding that ENPPA comments thus failed to raise any unaddressed substantive or

significant issue which would merit an adjudicatory hearing"]).
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Further, Petitioners argue that the Village's water supply permit should be annulled

because NYSDEC did not issue a written determination explaining its rationale for not holding

an adjudicatory hearing on the Village's application (Brf for Town and Village of Woodbury, at

31-34). The regulations do not contain any requirement that NYSDEC prepare a written

statement when it declines to hold an adjudicatory hearing (see 6 NYCRR § 621.8; see also e.g.

id. §§ 617. 7[f] [no written determination required when SEQRA lead agency declines to rescind

negative declaration], 617.9[a][7] [no written determination required when SEQRA lead agency

declines to require supplement environmental impact statement]). Nor should such an onerous

requirement be imposed on NYSDEC to issue a written determination in every case explaining

precisely why each and every comment submitted to the agency does not present substantive or

significant issues, as Petitioners suggest. Such a requirement not only isn't required under the

law, it isn't practical. In this case alone, NYSDEC received approximately 270 comments on the

Village's water supply application (A241). To require the Department to issue written findings

explaining why each one did not raise a substantive or significant issues that would have

triggered the need for an adjudicatory hearing would go well beyond the procedures specified

under the Uniform Procedures Act and would only further unnecessarily delay an already

extensive administrative review process.

As in Raritan Baykeeper, Inc. and Eastern Niagara Project Power Alliance , Supreme

Court properly held that NYSDEC' s determination, in the exercise of its regulatory expertise,

that Petitioners' conclusory and unsupported comments failed to raise any substantive and

significant issues not already addressed within the Department's review was rational. Given the

deference owed to NYSDEC in this case (see Matter ofPlante v New York State Dept. ofEnvtl.
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Conservation , 277 AD2d 639, 641 [3d Dept 2000]), this Court should not disturb its rational

determination not to hold an adjudicatory hearing.

POINT IV

SUPREME COURT PROPERLY HELD NYSDEC MADE THE DETERMINATION

REQUIRED UNDER THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAW

BEFORE ISSUING THE WATER SUPPLY PERMIT

As with the argument that NYSDEC failed to issue findings in support of its decision not

to hold an adjudicatory hearing, Petitioners also argue that NYSDEC failed to make the

determinations required by Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503(2) before granting the

Village's water supply permit because no distinct written findings were issued by the

Department. Section 15-1503(2), however, does not require that NYSDEC issue a particular

written findings statement that addresses each specific factor identified in the statute and

regulations. Instead, reading section 15-1503(2) together with the Uniform Procedures Act,

which governs the NYSDEC permitting process, the Legislature provided that NYSDEC's

granting of a water supply permit is proof of a determination that the statutory criteria have been

satisfied (see Environmental Conservation Law § 70-01 09[3][a] ["the department shall make a

decision on an application for a permit by mailing the applicant a permit, a permit with

conditions or a statement that the permit applied for has been denied"]; see also Matter ofAlbany

Law School v New York State Off. ofMental Retardation & Dev. Disabilities , 19 NY3d 106, 121

[2012] ["Statutes that relate to the same subject are in pari materia and should be construed

together unless a contrary intent is clearly expressed by the Legislature" (internal quotation

marks omitted)]). Neither the Water Supply statute (ECL Article 15) nor the Uniform Procedures

Act (ECL Article 70) require an additional separate written findings statement to be issued along

with the permit (see also Governor's Mem approving L 1977, ch 723, 1977 McICinney's Session
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Laws of NY, at 2523 [purpose of the Uniform Procedures Act is to "assure that the regulatory

processes fulfill their intended objectives without costly delays or attention to frivolous

concerns"]).

Where the Legislature or NYSDEC has seen fit to require that a separate statement of

findings be issued, they have done so expressly. For example, under SEQRA, NYSDEC's

regulations expressly require the lead agency to make a "written findings statement" before

taking the action subject to review (6 NYCRR § 617.1 1 [c]). So too under the Environmental

Conservation Law (see e.g. Environmental Conservation Law § 17-1017 [2] [a] [requiring written

findings before Commissioner approves local ordinance superseding State regulation of bulk

storage of petroleum]; id. § 19-0304; id. § 29-0701 [written findings required before NYSDEC

approves modification of financial requirements]; id. § 29-0917). No such written findings

requirement is contained in Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503(2) or under the Uniform

Procedures Act (see id, § 70-0 1 09[3][a]). The Legislature's omission of that requirement must be

assumed to be intentional (see Commonwealth of N. Mariana Is. v Can. Imperial Bank of

Commerce , 21 NY3d 55, 60-62 [2013]).

Supreme Court properly held that NYSDEC considered each of the statutory factors

before granting the Mountainville Well water supply permit, which is what was required under

the law, and rationally determined, by issuing the permit, that the statutory requirements were

satisfied. Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503(2) provides:

In making its decision to grant or deny a permit or to grant a permit with

conditions, the department shall determine whether:

a. the proposed water withdrawal takes proper consideration of other sources of

supply that are or may become available;

b. the quantity of supply will be adequate for the proposed use;
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c. the project is just and equitable to all affected municipalities and their

inhabitants with regard to their present and future needs for sources of potable

water supply;

d. the need for all or part of the proposed water withdrawal cannot be reasonably

avoided through the efficient use and conservation of existing water supplies;

e. the proposed water withdrawal is limited to quantities that are considered

reasonable for the purposes for which the water use is proposed;

f. the proposed water withdrawal will be implemented in a manner to ensure it

will result in no significant individual or cumulative adverse impacts on the

quantity or quality of the water source and water dependent natural resources;

g. the proposed water withdrawal will be implemented in a manner that

incorporates environmentally sound and economically feasible water conservation

measures; and

h. the proposed water withdrawal will be implemented in a manner that is

consistent with applicable municipal, state and federal laws as well as regional

interstate and international agreements

(see also 6 NYCRR § 601.11). NYSDEC's determination, which lies within its considerable

expertise, must be accorded appropriate deference, and should not be overturned unless arbitrary

and capricious or unsupported by record evidence (see Matter of Natural Resources Defense

Council, Inc. v New York State Dept. of Envtl. Conservation , 25 NY3d 373, 397 [2015]

[deferring to the "reasonable judgments that DEC possesses the discretion and expertise to make

in furtherance of its responsibilities under the Environmental Conservation Law"]; Matter of

Davis v Mills, 98 NY2d 120, 125 [2002] ["[T]his Court treads gently in second-guessing the

experience and expertise of state agencies charged with administering statutes and regulations");

Kurcsics v Merchants Mut. Ins. Co., 49 NY2d 451, 459 [1980]).

As explained in the Affidavit of Daniel Whitehead, Regional Permit Administrator for

NYSDEC Region 3, NYSDEC's consideration of the statutory factors under Environmental

Conservation Law § 15-1503 and 6 NYCRR § 601.11, in this case, are reflected directly within
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the NYSDEC water supply permit itself, NYSDEC's responsiveness summary to public

comments, and the Village's responses to public comments, the latter of which were adopted by

NYSDEC (A296-A299). For example, NYSDEC specifically found that the "aquifer is

adequately productive and will safely yield the proposed Mountainville Well No. 1 withdrawal

amount (612,000 gpcl) without interference impacts on sources of other users" (A242; see also

A182-A184; Environmental Conservation Law § 15-15 03 [2] [b] , [e]), NYSDEC extensively

considered the potential effects of the Village's Mountainville Well withdrawal on the local

community, including the individual Petitioners' and Towns of Woodbury's and Cornwall's

water supplies, and rationally found that the proposed withdrawal was equitable to all (A184-

A185, A223-A224, A245; see Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503[2][c]),

NYSDEC also found that the Mountainville Well water withdrawal would be

implemented in an environmentally sound manner, without adverse environmental impacts to the

State's water resources or surrounding environment and consistent with applicable municipal,

state, and federal laws (A244-A249; see Environmental Conservation Law § 1 5-1 503 [2][fj, [h]).

Additionally, the NYSDEC water supply permit incorporated "environmentally sound and

economically feasible water conservation measures" by requiring the Village to implement a

monitoring and action plan to ensure no adverse impacts will result to Woodbury Creek

(Environmental Conservation Law § 15-1503 [2] [g]; see A75-A76, A244), Further, although

NYSDEC noted the Village's intention to reduce the use of the Mountainville Well upon the

connection to the New York City Aqueduct, NYSDEC did not consider that connection as part of

its water supply permit review and, instead, affirmed that it reviewed the full proposed 612,000

gpd withdrawal because the Department lacks jurisdiction over the Village's Aqueduct

connection (A244-A245).
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Petitioners' mere disagreement with the form of NYSDEC's findings provides no basis to

annul NYSDEC's reasoned determination that the Village had satisfied all of the statutory

criteria for a water supply permit for the Mountainville Well withdrawal (see Matter of Power

Auth. of State of N.Y. v Williams, 101 AD2d 659, 659-660 [3d Dept 1984] ["the choice of

conflicting expert testimony rests in the discretion of the administrative agency, and, where there

is sufficient proof within the whole record to reasonably persuade the fact-finder of the ultimate

facts, its determination camiot be disturbed" (citations omitted)]; see also Fisher v Giuliani , 280

AD2d 13, 19-20 [1st Dept 2001] ["it is not the role of the court to weigh the desirability of the

proposed action, choose among alternatives, resolve disagreements among experts, or substitute

its judgment for that of the agency"]). Indeed, NYSDEC's issuance of the water supply permit as

proof of its determination that the Village's application satisfied the required statutory factors is

consistent with how the agency treats other water supply permits, including those issued to the

Town of Woodbury and Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson (A1553-A1557). Supreme Court,

therefore, properly held that the record reveals that NYSDEC rationally considered the statutory

criteria before issuing the Village's water supply permit, and an additional, separate written

findings statement simply is not necessary or required by law.

POINT V

PETITIONERS' SEQRA CLAIM IS TIME-BARRED

AND BARRED BY RES JUDICATA

Petitioners premise their appeals on the false perception that the Village has abandoned

its connection to the New York City Aqueduct, and will be relying on the Mountainville Well as

a primary water source in perpetuity. As demonstrated above, Supreme Court properly held that

no such change ever occurred. Regardless, this alleged change, Petitioners argue, required the

Village to rescind its SEQRA negative declaration because they contend that the SEQRA review
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studied the potential adverse environmental impacts only from use of the Mountainville Well as

a backup supply. Notwithstanding the irrationality of this argument, Petitioners' SEQRA claim is

time-barred.

A. Petitioners' SEQRA Claim is Time-Barred.

Petitioners alleged that the Village formally announced a change of use of the

Mountainville Well on July 16, 2014, in a letter to the Environmental Facilities Corporation, and

was at that time required to rescind the SEQRA negative declaration for the project (A57-A58).

Under Petitioners' theory that the Village purportedly changed the use of the

Mountainville Well midstream—a change which the Village denies and Supreme Court found

did not occur—the July 16, 2014 announcement of the alleged change would have triggered the

four-month statute of limitations to initiate a challenge to any further required SEQRA

compliance because the Village, as SEQRA lead agency, had reached a definitive position that

no changes were required to its SEQRA review. Because the Village had no further role in the

ultimate approval of the water supply permit, that purported announcement was a final

determination that would have triggered the running of the statute of limitations (see Stop-The-

Barge v Cahi.il, 1 NY3d 218, 223 [2003] [holding that the statute of limitations began to run

when "the agency reached a definitive position on February 18, 2000, when the public comment

period ended, because, at that point, its SEQRA review ended. DEP [as SEQRA lead agency]

conducted no further SEQRA investigation, and issued no further SEQRA declaration on the

project"]). Petitioners here did not commence these proceedings until November 2015, more than

16 months later.

Even if the statute of limitations began to run from the date of a separate June 19, 2015

letter asking the Village Board to rescind the SEQRA negative declaration (A539-A5541)
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Petitioners' SEQRAPetitioners' SEQRA claims were brought more than four months later,

claims were, therefore, time-barred.9

Petitioners' attempt to avoid the time bar by arguing that their SEQRA claim was

somehow pled as a declaratory judgment claim likewise fails (Brf for Town and Village of

Woodbury, at 25-27), As the Court of Appeals has consistently held, the six-year limitations

period provided under CPLR 21 3 's catch-all provision applies to a declaratory judgment action

only where no shorter Statute of Limitations is otherwise provided by law (see New York City

Health & Hosps. Corp. v McBarnette, 84 NY2d 194, 201 [1994] ["Only if there is no other form

of proceeding for which a specific limitation period is statutorily provided may the six-year

catch-all limitations period provided in CPLR 213 (1) be invoked." (internal quotation marks

omitted)]; Press v County of Monroe, 50 NY2d 695, 703-704 [1980] [dismissing a declaratory

judgment action as time-barred because it could have properly been asserted in an Article 78

proceeding, but was not brought within the four-month limitations period]), "In other words, if

the claim could have been made in a form other than an action for a declaratory judgment and the

limitations period for an action in that form has already expired, (he time for asserting the claim

cannot be extended through the simple expedient of denominating the action one for declaratory

relief" (.New York City Health & Hosps. Corp., 84 NY2d at 201 [emphasis added]: see also

Matter of Slimrod Ventures v Town Bd. of Town of Amsterdam, 243 AD2d 944, 947 [3d Dept

1997] [holding that a hybrid CPLR Article 78 proceeding and declaratory judgment action was

9 Only Petitioners Storm King Art Center and Black Rock Forest Consortium ever requested

that the Village Board rescind the SEQRA negative declaration for the Mountainvilie Well, in a

letter dated June 19, 2015 (A539-A541), None of the other Petitioners ever requested that the

Village rescind the negative declaration before NYSDEC issued the water supply permit, and

thus they are foreclosed from raising that argument here (see Beckham v Calogero, 12 NY3d

424, 430 [2009] ["As it is well settled that an argument may not be raised for the first time before

the courts in an article 78 proceeding, this argument is not properly before us," (internal

quotation marks and citation omitted)]).
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governed by four month limitations period under CPLR 217, notwithstanding that CPLR 213

would have otherwise applied]).

The true nature of Petitioners' SEQRA claim here is not for a declaration that the Village

violated SEQRA (which had been previously litigated), but for annulment of the water supply

permit based upon the alleged procedural SEQRA violation of failing to rescind the negative

declaration (see Matter ofDandomar Co., LLC v Town ofPleasant Val. Town Bd 86 AD3d 83,

90 [2d Dept 2011] ["Regardless of how a pleading is styled, courts have a responsibility in the

first instance to ascertain the true nature of a case in order to determine whether to apply the

four-month statute of limitations governing CPLR article 78 proceedings or a longer statute of

limitations that may control declaratory judgment actions."]). A SEQRA claim of that nature is

governed by the four-month statute of limitations under CPLR 217 (see Beneke v Town ofSanta

Clara, 36 AD3d 1195, 1 197 [3d Dept 2007]). Petitioners' SEQRA claims here are time-barred.

Petitioners' SEQRA Claims are Barred by Res Judicata.B.

Supreme Court also properly held that Petitioners' SEQRA claim is barred by res

judicata.10 The doctrine of res judicata prohibits relitigation of claims that were or could have

been raised in a prior action (see Smith v Russell Sage Coll., 54 NY2d 185, 193 [1981]). In

determining whether a claim is barred by res judicata, courts apply a "pragmatic test, which sees

a claim or cause of action as coterminous with the transaction regardless of the number of

substantive theories or variant forms of relief . . . available to the plaintiffs" (id. at 192). Thus,

"once a claim is brought to a final conclusion, all other claims arising out of the same transaction

10 Petitioner Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson's arguments concerning the doctrine of
collateral estoppel are immaterial (Brf for Village of Cornwall-on-Hudson, at 15-20). Supreme

Court could have only applied collateral estoppel to the Town and Village of Woodbury, which

were parties to the prior litigation. Comwall-on-Hudson's SEQRA claim is barred by res

judicata.
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or series of transactions are barred, even if based upon different theories or if seeking a different

remedy" (O'Brien v City of Syracuse, 54 NY2d 353, 357 [1981]; see also Feldman v Planning

Bd. of Town ofRochester, 99 AD3d 1161, 1163-1164 [3d Dept 2012]).

Petitioners do not dispute that these proceedings raise the very same claims of

environmental impacts from the Village's Mountainville Well on Woodbury Creek, Woodbury's

and Cornwall's municipal wells, private residential wells, and the inter-basin transfer of water

that the Town and Village of Woodbury previously litigated and that Supreme Court, Orange

Comity, Environmental Claims Part rejected. Indeed, their challenge seeks the very same relief,

an injunction on the Village's withdrawal of a water supply from the Mountainville Well, that

was likewise denied by Supreme Court there (see Matter of Town of Woodbury v Village of

Kiryas Joel, Sup Ct, Orange County, Environmental Claims Part, Lefkowitz, J., Apr. 7, 2014,

Index No. 2877-2013 [A1183-A1202]). Although the prior action was brought by the Town and

Village of Woodbury, each of the Petitioners in this action asserts the very same grounds to

challenge NYSDEC's issuance of the Village's water supply permit- -to wit, alleged impacts to

Woodbury Creek and to their municipal or private water supplies due to the alleged interbasin

transfer from the aquifer underlying the Woodbury Creek—such that their interests were more

than adequately represented in the prior suit. Indeed, "|T]t is fundamental that a judgment in a

prior action is binding not only on the parties to that action, but on those in privity with them.

Generally, to establish privity the connection between the parties must be such that the interests

of the nonparty can be said to have been represented in the prior proceeding" (Green v Santa Fe

Indus., 70NY2cl244, 253 [1987] [citations omitted]).

Petitioners here attempt nothing more than to assert a different legal theory to raise the

same claims of alleged SEQRA violations that were rejected in the prior proceeding as a basis to
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challenge NYSDEC's review and issuance of the water supply permit. Petitioners fail, however,

to acknowledge that the Village's SEQRA negative declaration is binding on all other involved

agencies, including, here, NYSDEC (see 6 NYCRR § 617.6[b][3][iii] ["The determination of

significance issued by the lead agency following coordinated review is binding on all other

involved agencies."]; Gordon v Rush, 100 NY2d 236, 244 [2003]).

Petitioners nonetheless assert that their renewed challenges to the Village's assessment of

environmental impacts are not barred by res judicata solely because of their ill-fated contention

that the Village made a substantive change to the project and that the environmental impacts of

that change were not considered in the initial SEQRA review, As the Village has shown, there

was no substantive change made to the Village's action and thus no need to revisit its binding

SEQRA determination (see Point II, supra). Even if Supreme Court did not apply res judicata to

bar Petitioners' SEQRA claims, it certainly was not an abuse of discretion for the Court to

decline to revisit the prior determination of the alleged environmental issues on which Petitioners

relied based upon the persuasive reasoning of Judge Lefkowitz's decision (see e.g. Hamilton

Livery Leasing, LLC v State ofNew York, 2017 NY Slip Op 04943, *2 [3d Dept June 15, 2017]

[relying on persuasive authority]; Matter ofLamar Cent. Outdoor, LLC v State ofNew York, 64

AD3d 944, 950 [3d Dept 2009] [same]).

C. Petitioners' SEQRA Claim Lacks Merit.

Even if Petitioners' claims had been timely commenced and were not otherwise barred,

they lack merit. Rescission of a negative declaration is required only when substantive changes

or new information is discovered for a project that were not previously considered and that the

lead agency determines that a significant adverse environmental impact may result (see 6

NYCRR § 607,7[f|). Notwithstanding that there was no change to or new information regarding
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the intended use of the Mountainville Well, the Village's SEQRA review studied the potential

adverse environmental impacts of the full 612,000 gpd withdrawal from the Mountainville Well

that the objective, scientific testing performed by the Village's consultants concluded the aquifer

could safely sustain (A694-A913). In fact, NYSDEC concluded that the "aquifer is robust and

could actually supply a larger taking" (A309-A310) and, thus, the Village's withdrawal would

not have a significant adverse impact. NYSDEC's approval of Petitioner Village of Cornwall-

on-Hudson's application to more than double its water withdrawal to 2 mgd in the Moodna

Creek watershed, only a few months after issuing the Village's consolidated water supply permit

in October 2015, only serves to confirms these conclusions.

Petitioners' notion that the SEQRA review of the Mountainville Well somehow would

have been different because of a purported change in the frequency of its use is a fiction. The

SEQRA review was not limited to use of the Mountainville Well only on a few days of

maximum demand per year or for an interim period before the Village completed its connection

to the New York City Aqueduct. Rather, it was clearly based on use of the full safe yield of

612,000 gpd. Moreover, nothing in the December 4, 2012 SEQRA negative declaration limits or

mitigates impacts based on any temporary or part-time use of the well. Indeed, in the SEQRA

negative declaration, the Village anticipated that the build out of proposed projects in the Village

over the next several years would likely require an increase in average daily demand of less than

400,000 gpd (A102). That has, in fact, become the case. The 612,000 gpd Mountainville Well

withdrawal is now absolutely necessary to satisfy both the average daily and peak water demands

11 Because the Village of Comwall-on-Hudson water supply permit is a public agency
document, this Court may take judicial notice of it (see CPLR 451 1 [b] ; Matter of Albano v

Kirby, 36 NY2d 526, 532-533 [1975]; Kingsbrook Jewish Med. Ctr. v Allstate Ins. Co., 61 AD3d
13,19 [2d Dept 2009] [collecting cases where courts have taken judicial notice of public agency
documents]).
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of the Village's residents while the Village continues to progress its NYC Aqueduct connection

The Village's SEQRA review, therefore, studied the full 612,000 gpd withdrawalproject.

without limitations.

Furthermore, the New York City Administrative Code requires the Village to maintain a

stable of backup groundwater wells that may be used during periods when the Aqueduct is shut

down for regular maintenance (A659). This purpose was clearly set forth in all of the Village's

SEQRA and permit application materials. In light of this requirement, the Village was fully

cognizant—and it should have been clear to Petitioners—that its SEQRA review also assessed

regular daily use of the Mountainville Well when the Aqueduct was unavailable (A93 [noting

that the Mountainville project "will [also] assure an adequate backup supply as required for the

Village's Catskill Aqueduct connection"]). Any question over the extent of the impacts assessed

or the intended use of this well that was assessed in the SEQRA review is clearly belied by the

record. Supreme Court, therefore, properly dismissed Petitioners' SEQRA claims.

POINT VI

SUPREME COURT PROPERLY DISMISSED PETITIONERS' REMAINING

CHALLENGES TO THE NYSDEC WATER SUPPLY PERMIT

Petitioners Waived Any Objection to a Summary Dismissal by Charting a Course

for Summary Judgment.

A.

Petitioners' objections to Supreme Court's holding that Petitioners' claims are barred by

conclusive documentary evidence ring hollow. Municipal Petitioners cross moved for summary

judgment before Supreme Court (A1284-A1287), and the Black Rock Petitioners laid bare the

proof of their case, including expert affidavits, arguing that NYSDEC's grant of the water supply

permit for the Mountainville Well was deficient on the merits (A367-A378, A1472-A1528). The

parties, therefore, clearly and deliberately charted their course for summary disposition of these
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proceedings (A1291 ["The Petitioners-Plaintiffs' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment Should

be Granted as the Issues are Ripe for Review"]). In light of this posture, Petitioners' objections to

the Village's motion to dismiss based upon documentary evidence and the submission of

affidavits in support of the Village's and NYSDEC's motions have been waived (see e.g. Matter

of City ofSaratoga Springs v City ofSaratoga Springs Civ. Serv. Commn., 90 AD3d 1398, 1400

[3d Dept 201 1] ["contrary to respondent's contentions, Supreme Court did not act prematurely in

dismissing the counterclaim; although petitioner did not serve a reply specific to the

counterclaim, its reply papers fully addressed the merits of the counterclaim, and a review of the

pleadings reveals that both parties laid bare their proof and deliberately charted a summary

judgment course" [internal quotation marks omitted]).

In any event, as Petitioners concede, the affidavits of Daniel Whitehead and James Garry

filed by NYSDEC were submitted in support of its answer in Action No. 1 (see Brf for Town and

Village of Woodbury, at 22 n 11). NYSDEC also filed the entire administrative return with

Supreme Court, which provided the Court with all the documents relied upon by the agency in

issuing the Village's water supply permit (R315-R1883). The Court, therefore, had more than

ample uncontroverted evidence before it to consider Petitioners' claims on the merits, as

Petitioners specifically requested. Petitioners' argument that the NYSDEC affidavits were

somehow improperly before the Court because they were also considered on the Village's pre-

answer motion to dismiss exalts form over substance, and provides no basis for reversal where

Petitioners expressly asked Supreme Court to render a determination of the proceedings on the

merits (A1290 ["the fact that KJ has laid bare its proof . . . , coupled with the fact that the DEC

has served its Answer, makes this case ripe for immediate summary judgment. As is discussed

below, the Court should grant summary judgment to the Petitioners-Plaintiffs"]).
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Supreme Court Properly Dismissed Petitioners' Due Process Claim.B.

Petitioners argue that Supreme Court never addressed their due process claim that they

were denied notice and an opportunity to be heard at a hearing on the Village's change to the

intended use of the Mountainville Well to a primary source of supply. Supreme Court did

address that claim, however, when it held that no such change ever occurred (All). In so

holding, Supreme Court eviscerated the only basis for Petitioners' claimed due process violation,

and thus the dismissal of that claim was proper.

Even if Supreme Court had expressly reached the merits of Petitioners' due process

claim, dismissal was still appropriate. "To succeed on a claim of deprivation of procedural due

process, petitioners must establish that State action deprived them of a protected property or

liberty interest" (,Matter of Pure Air & Water of Chemung County v Davidsen, 246 AD2d 786,

787 [3d Dept 1 998]). Municipal Petitioners do not allege that any of their rights, under their own

water supply permits or otherwise, have been impaired. Instead, they only claim in conclusory

fashion that they did not understand that the Village's water supply application involved use of

the Mountainville Well as an additional source of supply for the Village's existing well network,

The record before NYSDEC refutes Municipal Petitioners' claim, As NYSDEC

specifically found, the Village's water supply application and SEQRA negative declaration make

clear that the Village has always intended the Mountainville Well to be used as an additional

water source for its existing well network and as a backup source for the Village's connection to

the New York City Aqueduct (see Point II, supra). That intention has not changed. In fact, the

former Supervisor of the Town of Woodbury specifically commented at the NYSDEC

Legislative Public Hearing on the Village's water supply application that uthe Mountainville

Well is not solely for backup supply, but for immediate and maximum use" to satisfy the
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Village's existing and future waiter supply demand (A1264). The record demonstrates, therefore,

that Municipal Petitioners plainly understood the scope of the Village's water supply application.

Moreover, Municipal Petitioners concede that they had ample opportunity to comment on

the Village's water supply application for the Mountainville Well, including at the Legislative

Public Hearing, and took advantage of that opportunity (see Matter of Neroni v Grants, 121

AD3d 131-2, 1315 [3d Dept 2014] ["given the process which they were afforded during these

protracted proceedings, it cannot be said that the Neronis were denied due process"], appeal

dismissed 25 NY3d 957 [2015]; Matter of City of New York v New York State Pub. Serv.

Commn., 105 AD3d 1200, 1204 [3d Dept 2013]). The mere fact that NYSDEC disagreed with

Municipal Petitioners' assertions that the Village had changed its intended use of the

Mountainville Well does not amount to a violation of due process. Nor does it support the

annulment of the Village's water supply permit.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, Respondents Village Board of the Village of Kiryas Joel and the

Village of Kiryas Joel respectfully request that the Supreme Court order be affirmed, and the

Court grant such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.

Dated: June 30, 2017 WPIITEMAN, OSTERMAN & HANNA LLP
Albany, New York

By:
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